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This special issue explores different approaches for analyzing student data
collected electronically in computer-based learning activities in order to sup-
port teaching and learning. The articles selected for this special issue are
extended versions of the papers presented at the workshop on Usage Analysis
in Learning Systems, organized in conjunction with the 12th International Con-
ference on Artificial Intelligence (Amsterdam, The Netherlands, July 2005).

Learning systems track student usage in order to dynamically adapt some
aspects of the contents, format and order of the learning material to the indi-
vidual student. These large amounts of student data can also offer material for
further analysis using statistical and data mining techniques. In this emerging
field of research, approaches for such analysis vary greatly depending on the
targeted user (e.g., teacher, learner, instructional designer, education
researcher, parent, software engineer) and what the analysis is intended for.

The articles presented in this special issue cover various stages of the
data�s "cycle of life:" 

Usage tracking modeling: Choquet and Iksal recommend that the software
development process should explicitly integrate a usage analysis phase, as it
can provide designers with significant information on how their systems are
used for reengineering purposes. They present a generic usage tracking lan-
guage (UTL) and describe an instantiation with IMS-Learning Design.

Usage data analysis: Scheuer, Mühlenbrock and Melis propose a system,
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SIAM, (System for Interaction Analysis by Machine learning), working
towards an automatic analysis of interactive data based on standard database
server and machine learning techniques. Feng and Heffernan present their
web-based system (ASSISTment), which was used to support teachers in
middle school mathematics classes and which provides a range of reports
providing real time reporting to teachers in their classroom.

Usage data visualization: Avouris, Fiotakis, Kahrimanis, Margaritis and
Komis propose a software environment, Collaborative Analysis Tool,
(ColAT) that supports inter-relation of resources in order to analyse the col-
lected evidence and produce interpretative views of the activity. Mazza and
Botturi present GISMO, an open source, graphic student-tracking tool inte-
grated into Moodle. GISMO provides visualizations of behavioral, cognitive
and social data from the course, allowing constant monitoring of students�
activities, engagement and learning outcomes. Marty, Heraud, Carron and
France observe learners� behavior within a web-based learning environment
to understand it. The observations are gathered from various sources and
form a trace, which is finally visualized.

Usability of data: Barre, Choquet, and El-Kechaï propose design patterns
for recording and analyzing usage in learning systems taking into account
multiple perspectives � the role of the user, the purpose of the data analysis,
and the type of data. Delozanne, Le Calvez, Merceron, and Labat present
design patterns which objective is to provide support for designers to track
and analyze the use of a learning system by its different actors.

We hope this special issue will stimulate ideas to grow this exciting field
of research! We would like to thank all the reviewers of this special issue for
their constructive feedback.
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